I. Introduction H
IGHER-ORDER finite difference schemes are often used in the discretization of the spatial derivatives in transitional and turbulent flow simulations. A family of symmetric compact finite difference schemes with spectral-like resolution is developed by Lele. 1 The compact schemes have small computational stencil compared to other finite difference schemes of the same order. Hence, they are widely used for computational fluid dynamics and computational acoustics.
2−4 When higher-order finite difference schemes are used in computational fluid dynamics, there are two key issues encountered: boundary treatments and grid nonuniformity. The former aspect is addressed by several researchers.
5−7 Adams 7 concludes that its contribution of boundary schemes to overall resolution is small. The latter is the topic of the present study.
In turbulent flow simulations many flowfields are inhomogeneous in one or more directions. Because of the nature of turbulent flows and computing resource limitations, the use of nonuniform grid simulations is inevitable. In a typical direct numerical simulation (DNS) or large-eddy simulation (LES) of a wall-bounded flow, 8 the ratio of the maximum to the minimum grid spacing is about 100. The grid nonuniformity issue is important, and in this study we assess the accuracy of higher-order finite difference schemes on nonuniform grids. The following three higher-order finite difference schemes are considered: a sixth-order compact scheme (COM6), the standard Padé scheme (PADE), and the fourth-order central difference scheme (CEN4). The commonly used second-order central difference scheme (CEN2) is also included, as it has proven useful for DNS 9 and LES. 10 Scheme accuracies are compared using Fourier error analysis.
II. Higher-Order Finite Difference Schemes
We can define an approximation to the first and second derivatives for the x direction of the values of f (x) on the uniformly distributed grids 
Only the tridiagonal schemes of L 1 and L 2 are considered. The relation between the coefficients are obtained by matching the Taylorseries coefficients of various orders and shown in Table 1 (see also Ref.
1).
In this study we restrict our interest to smoothly varying grids where there exists a mapping function that maps uniform grid in computational (ξ ) space to the nonuniform grid in physical (x) space. Two type of nonuniform grid that are commonly used in DNS and LES are considered:
where γ is the control parameter. The former is adequate for free shear flows such as mixing layers, 2,3 whereas the latter has been widely used in the simulation of wall-bounded flows such as channel and pipe flows. 9 Three values of γ used here are 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. In a typical channel flow DNS, 8, 9 y + max / y + min ≈ 100. This is similar to the γ = 3 case. Then, the first and second derivatives of a function f (x) on nonuniform grids are evaluated as
III. Results and Discussion

A. Modified Wave Numbers
Fourier analysis of differencing errors is performed. This investigation closely follows that of Lele. 1 The finite difference equation (1) is of a central difference. Because of symmetry, compact schemes on uniform grid always have real wave numbers; hence, they contain no dissipation errors. However, the grid nonuniformity destroys this property, and the modified wave numbers become complex valued on nonuniform grids. The real part is related to dispersion errors and the imaginary part to dissipation errors. Modified wave numbers for each scheme are examined for two grid numbers (N = 256 and 32). Plots of real and imaginary parts of w against w are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively, on tanh grids. For reference w from a spectral scheme (SPEC) is also included.
On uniform grid the advantage of using higher-order finite difference schemes over CEN2 is clear. To compare scheme accuracies quantitatively, as proposed by Lele, 1 efficiency parameters are introduced. The useful region, where the modified wave number is close to the spectral value, is much larger in the higher-order schemes (see Table 1 ). As the grid nonuniformity increases, the modified wave number w is affected significantly. The dissipation errors increase substantially. The schemes tested here contain no dissipation errors on the uniform grid. The deterioration of accuracy is serious for the higher-order schemes. The deviation of w from their uniform grid values becomes much larger on course grids. Overshoots in w are seen for COM6 and PADE in Fig. 1 . For the CEN4 and CEN2 cases, relative to the compact schemes (COM6 and PADE), the effects of grid nonuniformity on w are small. Especially in CEN2, the changes in w remains small for all types of grids tested. Similar features are observed on sinh grids. Figure 3 shows finite difference scheme errors on the tanh grids. Because w is a function of x on a nonuniform grid, the global l 2 -norm error is analyzed. Sinh grids Tanh grids Table 3 Resolved fraction for 10% error in modified wave number w with N = 256
B. Errors of Finite Difference Schemes
Sinh grids Tanh grids 
Uniform grid results are also included using solid lines. In comparing the nonuniform results, the most obvious difference is the rate of convergence at small w. On a uniform grid these curves asymptotically approach zero according to their theoretical convergence rate.
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On nonuniform grids the error of each scheme decreases following its theoretical convergence rate only for E 1 ≥ 10 −4 . Below this value the error is dominated by the grid nonuniformity [see Eq. (5)], and each scheme shows similar behavior. For a course grid (N = 32) the change occurs at a higher value of E 1 . E 2 also shows similar behavior (not shown here).
Another property of the approximate operators is the behavior of the error at large w. This is important because it determines the range of spatial scales that can be resolved by the numerical scheme. 5 In Tables 2 and 3 the resolved fraction for 10% error in w and w is listed, respectively, for the numerical schemes tested. It can clearly be seen that for stretched grids the spectral-like accuracy of the compact finite difference schemes has not been maintained. For all schemes tested, the magnitude of errors is increased substantially. It is also found that the higher the scheme order, the larger the error grows. In COM6 and PADE the accuracy decreases substantially at γ = 3. However, grid nonuniformity decreases the 10% resolved fraction of CEN2 only marginally. Therefore, as the grid nonuniformity increases (γ = 3) the benefit of using higher-order schemes almost disappears. Unlike the higher-order schemes, CEN2 error is not greatly affected by grid nonuniformity.
IV. Conclusions
The accuracy of higher-order finite difference schemes on a nonuniform grid is investigated. Four finite difference schemes that are widely used in DNS and LES are considered: a sixth-order compact scheme (COM6), the standard Padé scheme (PADE), the fourth-order central difference (CEN4), and the second-order central difference (CEN2). Two types of nonuniform grid are tested: hyperbolic-sine and hyperbolic-tangent grids. The grid quality has stronger effects on the higher-order compact schemes than on CEN4 and CEN2. It is found that CEN2 scheme is highly insensitive to grid quality, justifying its popularity in engineering computational fluid dynamics. The accuracy deterioration of higher-order compact schemes with low grid density is observed. Unlike CEN2, such schemes use broad information to evaluate derivatives. Consequently, higher-order schemes are more sensitive to grid quality. Although we considered two types of nonuniform grid, the findings of the present work can be generally extended to nonuniform grids where we can find a smooth mapping function.
